MCAS Threat
Protection Review
Discover threats and vulnerabilities in your organisation with
Silversands and Microsoft Cloud App Security (MCAS)
The modern workplace faces an ever-changing threat landscape.
Protecting Identities, Endpoints, Data, Apps and Infrastructure is
increasingly complex. Many organisations are not prepared or resourced
to meet these challenges.

Benefits

What is Microsoft Threat Protection?

• Discover “Shadow IT”

Microsoft has gathered multiple integrated services providing a comprehensive
end-to-end protection platform for the entire enterprise. Many organisations
are already licensed for many of the components without utilizing them to
their full effect.

• Protect user identities
• Defend endpoints
• Secure apps and services

Why Silversands?

• Monitor and control data
access

Silversands is an IT Consultancy specialising in Microsoft 365, Azure Cloud &
Hybrid Infrastructure. Through Professional Services and Support we provide
cutting-edge expertise to guide organisations on their journey towards a
Modern Workplace where users enjoy the full productivity benefits of
technology, in a secure and compliant environment.

• Adapt to advanced threats

Threat Protection review using Microsoft Cloud App Security
Discover

Focus

•
•
•

•
•
•

Find chinks in your amour
How Microsoft protect you
Discover the possible with
Microsoft Threat Protection

Discovery without diverting
BAU resources

Identify protection priorities
Align resources with priorities
Maximise existing value

Validate current configuration
of Microsoft services

“Silversands threat protection review enabled us to significantly
enhance security across our entire estate, exposing vulnerabilities we
were unaware of and confirming others we had suspicions about. The
outcomes have already protected us from multiple attacks.”
Group Finance Director, Construction Company

Protect
•
•

Report detailing priority
activities
Actionable insight

The first step to security is identifying
the problem

Day 1:
Day 2:
Day 3:
Day 4:
Day 5:

Overview / scoping
Cloud App Security
analysis
Report production
on-site workshop
PRICE:£5k
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